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The glass wall lends the décor a rich and refined feel. The glasses apart from being extremely safe and durable also provide a positive illusion of more space, making your bathroom look spacious, fresh and elegant.

The smart city expects smarter design and application for living. Bathroom plays an eminent role in this urban structure and smart lifestyle. People have gradually moved on rather evolved with time to redefine the style of their bathrooms. The modern era is bringing new style of fusion and DIY. The process of home making is eventually becoming an important and engaging part of life. Smaller space is creating a bigger space for creativity and style. Bathroom shower designs have evolved through time and the traditional shower doors and curtains have been replaced by the up to date, elegant and chic glass shower doors of today. Glass Screens and Shower Enclosures are specifically designed to cater to the modern lifestyles offering you utility as well as aesthetic appeal. Glass washbasins are yet another unique application in a modern day bathroom. Clear, tinted, frosted, or patterned glass can be used for designing these washbasins.
Glass India, "Homeowners these days are looking to achieve a uniquely modern and sophisticated bathroom décor. Myriad options of bathroom décor can be achieved with the use of glass. The high-end appearance it offers is unmatched, which is the reason enough for many homeowners to choose glass. Glass gives the bathing area an airy feel despite small space. Apart from maximizing on existing room, glass brings visual connectivity with the rest of the bathroom. Transparent nature of glass ensures that there is ventilation and flow of light (natural or artificial). One of the latest trends is using glass walls between the bedroom and the bathroom. These glass walls can be given the AIS Swytschglas advantage. You can turn OFF for complete privacy and ON when you need visibility."

The glass wall lends the décor a rich and refined feel. The glasses apart from being extremely safe and durable also provide a positive illusion of more space, making your bathroom look spacious, fresh and elegant. The transparent feature of glass makes it elegant and stylish for bathroom designs. Shower enclosures add beauty to your bathroom, giving it a contemporary look and at the same time fulfilling the basic criteria of a separate wet and dry area, leaving your bathroom looking great all the time.

Tips to play around with glass in your bathroom:

Glass shelves are light and unobtrusive and ideal for bathrooms. They make the bathrooms look larger and brighter.

Wide range of mirrors in terms of effects, patterns, colors are available which give stylish look to the bathrooms and also create an illusion of more space.

Glass can be used on shower walls, tub surrounds and as a backsplash. Its unique colored, opaque appearance adds life to the décor. It is also moisture resistant.

Glass washbasins are yet another unique application in a modern day bathroom. Clear, tinted, frosted, or patterned glass can be used for designing these washbasins.
**Easy Maintain!**

Glass is, by its very nature, durable, tough and easy to maintain. By following a few simple guidelines one can ensure that it stays clean and brilliant for many years. The glass panels should be cleaned after being installed (end of the project). The labels and dirt should be removed followed by washing with water. Glass panels should be cleaned regularly with water. Sometimes a bit of neutral detergent can also be added.